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PARAMETERS THAT AFFECT ANKLE SPRAINS DURING FLIGHT
BACKGROUND

SOLUTIONS

Ankle sprain is the world’s most common injury in a lot of different sports such as
soccer, basketball, indoor volleyball, cricket, and badminton. An ankle sprain occurs
when the ankle exceeds the natural range of motion, see Figure 1. The symptoms
when the ligament is sprained includes pain, various degrees of swelling and bleeding
or bruising under the skin. The injury must be taken seriously since the risk of respraining the ankle is 80% and can eventually result in chronic ankle instability. In the
U.S., the demand for air travel to and from games is high due to the geographical
span of teams across four time zones. From a financial and emotional standpoint,
athletes, athletic trainers, teams, clubs, owners, and fans want their athletes to be free
from injuries so they can perform their best and win titles.

Figure 1: Inversion Ankle Sprain[16]

PARAMETERS THAT AFFECT ANKLE SPRAINS
•
Limited Movement
While on an aircraft, limited space, and physical activity over the extended period can
result in restricted blood circulation to extremities [3]. Low blood flow results in lower
amounts of oxygen reaching extremities. Oxygen is required for tissue to function
especially in the recovery phase of an ankle sprain [4].
•
Temperature
Moist heat around the ankle is required for treatment after the initial inflammation
phase of ankle sprains [5]. Cabin temperature ranges from 65 - 75 degrees Fahrenheit
which is below heat pack temperature of between 140 - 160 degrees Fahrenheit [6].
•
Posture
Sitting down for long periods reduces circulation and blood tends to pool at the ankles
due to posture. The leg is not elevated, and the ankle sprain does not get the elevation
it requires right after injury to reduce swelling, pain, inflammation and slows the
process of healing [7].
•
Sleep
Sleeping on the back, side, stomach or in the fetal position are considered the best
positions to provide good quality sleep which an aircraft does not provide [8]. Cabin
noise contributes to disturbance as well. Adequate sleep is important for recovery from
any sort of injury [9].
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ABSTRACT
This research combines two multi-billion-dollar industries, sports and aviation, to
understand how one influences the other. Ankle sprain is the world's most
common injury in sports played across the globe which requires air travel to
compete. Literature pertaining to parameters that would affect ankle sprains on
airplanes was researched. The result of exposure to these changing parameters
on ankle sprains was analyzed. Limited space, temperature, posture, nutrition
and sleep were the major disadvantages for ankle sprain recovery. Testing can
be performed under a controlled environment to further understand the limits of
airplane conditions on ankle sprains. Data from this experimentation could be
used towards effective solutions in the future. However, changes can be made
in the present to assist athletes with ankle sprains during air travel. Apart from
inexpensive solutions such as considering seat selection for increased natural
movement and maintaining a diet, there are more dedicated solutions. An
airplane such as the NIKE Athlete's Plane has features aiding athletes in
the prehab and rehabilitation phase solving many travel related
disadvantages. These solutions could reduce risk of injury, support
recovery and promote optimum athletic performance.

HYPOTHETICAL TESTING
In the future, an experiment can be performed to validate the parameters
that affect ankle sprains during flight. The eight parameters, such as
temperature, that have been investigated could be measured before,
during, and after flight. While measuring the parameters, the ankle will
be analyzed. It is important that only one variable changes at a time to
determine its effect. One possible way to analyze the ankle will be to
measure range of motion with a goniometer, see Figure 2. In addition, the
ankle’s circumference can be measured to determine how swollen the
ankle is. Out of the eight parameters that has been investigated, five of
them had an effect. However, all parameters should be tested to better
validate the effect of the parameters. If the hydration level was decreasing
throughout the flight, but no change in the measurement, it can be
determined that hydration is not a contributing factor.

• Nutrition
Recovery nutrition is essential for humans to rebuild cells which assists in recovery
of ankle sprains[10]. Athletes require preplanned diet and more food energy than the
average human in addition to maintaining recovery nutrition. Aircrafts limit access to
extensive dietary requirements [11]. Poor nutrition can lead to increased risk of injury
as well [12].
Parameters With Negligible Effect
• Pressure, Carbon Dioxide & Oxygen
Although the pressure is slightly lower in aircrafts, the difference is too little to be of
any biological concern. Carbon dioxide levels do not exceed 1500ppm in aircrafts and
prolonged exposure at levels up to 5000ppm has no known biological effect. Oxygen
consumption per passenger is 0.36% of the oxygen provided [13].

• Physical Space
Have enough space to move around in order to help blood circulation, providing
adequate oxygen to extremities.
• Seating
Seat that can recline to a full flat position to provide optimum sleeping posture. Choose
seats wisely to accommodate maximum movement and elevate ankle.
• Temperature
Carry appropriate clothing and a heat pack to keep temperature of the ankle at the
required level for recovery.
• Nutrition
Ensure all dietary requirements are met in a timely manner by choosing the appropriate
meal option on airlines. Have the option to prepack and carry meals that athletes
require during travel phase. Carry supplements to ensure recovery nutrients reach
injured ankle.
• NIKE Athlete's Plane
The aircraft provides dedicated areas to train and rehabilitate from injury as seen in
figure 4. Reduced noise in cabin assists in resting. Built-in features such as biometrics
and analysis along with compression sleeves are some of the advantages of having a
custom aircraft. Noise reduction, ergonomic sleeping and seating, as seen in figure
3, along with spaces for teams to prepare between games ensure athletes are
always ready [14].

Figure 2: Using A Goniometer[15]

Figure 3: Nike Athlete Aircraft Seating [14]

Figure 4: Nike Athlete Aircraft Rehab Area [14]
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